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Introduction
For a given terrain to be traversed, it is
computationally intensive to determine the fastest route
between two points, and for defense or civilian emergency
dispatching applications, computation time is critical. This
paper reports the integration of a 24 x 25 random access array
of digital processors which are programmed to model a given
terrain and determine the fastest (lowest cost) path from an
origination point (or a multiple of points) to all the other
points on the terrain at very high speed (milliseconds for
arrays up to 512 x 512). The primary purpose of this research
chip is to demonstrate high speed path planning capability for
tactical mobility analysis in battlefield scenarios. However
such a high-speed, automated path-planning processor will
find utility in a variety of settings such as autonomous vehicle
navigation, intelligent vehicle highway systems, evacuation
and rescue planning, and police and transportation
dispatching.
Currently, the only tools available to assist in path
planning are implemented in software. These approaches are
slow, with best-path determination typically requiring seconds
to minutes for terrain sizes varying from 64 x 64 to 512 x 512
pixels.! Through the VLSI implementation of a fine grain
parallel architecture, in which every terrain pixel is
represented by a corresponding processor, the inherent
parallelism of the problem can be exploited and extremely fast
path determination can be realized. In such an architecture,
the only processor communication required is between nearest
neighbors so that processor communication overhead is
virtuaIly eliminated. This is in contrast to conventional
paraIlel computers, where even with proper paraIlel
decomposition of the problem, processor communication
overhead is often a severe speed bottleneck. In this paper, the
first parallel processor IC for route-planning over complex
terrain is reported.
Array Architecture and Operation
The path planner architecture, shown schematically in
Fig. I, consists of a 24 x 25 array of unit cells (processors)
which communicate with their nearest neighbors and are
randomly accessed by 5-bit row and column decoders located
adjacent to the array. The IC is implemented in a single-poly,
double-metal 2 /lm CMOS n-well process, utilizing a full
custom layout. The unit cell occupies 296 /lm x 330 /lm and
the overall chip area is 9.2 mm x 7.9 mm.
In order to determine the fastest routes from a selected
starting point(s) to all other points on a given terrain, each unit
ceIl corresponds to a terrain pixel which has been
preprogrammed with the cost (i.e. delay) of traversing that
pixel. Operation begins with the selection of a path
origination pixel(s) which sends out a signal to its north,
south, cast, and west neighbors. Each neighbor delays the
signal by a preset time (programmable cost), after which it
broadcasts a signal to each of its four neighbors. When a
signal is received, the incoming signal direction is stored and
further inputs to the cell arc disabled. This results in a signal
wavefront propagating radially outward from the originating
pixel that is then distorted by the varying delays encountered
in the array. The variable unit cell delays arc implemented by
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the

Ie architecture.

presetting an 8-bit ripple down-counter in each cell to one of
its 256 possible values (costs). When triggered by an
incoming signal, the counter decrements down to zero, which
in tum triggers the broadcast of an outgoing signal to each of
its nearest neighbors. When signal propagation through the
entire array is complete. any destination node may be queried
and the minimum path between it and the origination node is
found by retracing the direction stored in each unit cell. Thus,
determination of the fastest paths through a complex terrain
(modeled by 256 cost levels) is realized. This is in contrast to
the simpler task of maze solving or wire routing, in which the
processors would be programmed with binary costs, Le. the
pixel is either blocked or open.2
In addition to finding the fastest paths from one
origination pixel to all possible destinations, multiple starting
pixels can be selected, with signal propagation emanating
from each source and stopping at the boundary between signal
wavefronts. This feature is useful in battlefield scenarios
where an analyst can model the progress of different forces
across the terrain. In addition. when any destination node is
queried, the minimum path between it and the nearest source
pixel is displayed, which provides valuable information for
rescue operations.
Another unit ceIl function is the conditional blocking
of signal propagation in any direction to model impassable
terrain such as rivers and canyons. This is important because
the current (and next generation) resolution of digitized map
data results in single pixels which contain both rivers and
other features such as roads. Therefore, it is imponant to be
able to assign the terrain pixel the cost of a road. while
blocking the signal from crossing the river. In this way signal
propagation can occur along a road adjacent to a river. Such

conditional hlocking is ;j(;complish~d with a sct of four sialic
IoIiChes which arc preprogrilmmed 10 eilher hlock or lmnsmil
the signal emanating from Ihe COUlllcr.

Exv.cr.!mclIlal HcsIIlls
The palh planner chip was inlerfaced to a lahoralory
PC COlllpulcr through a wirewrap bOilrd and plug-in dig ii'll
irllerface card. The chip (ilddress mcmory, counter, river
blocking, conlrol logic and I/O) is completely funclional. A
summal)' of lhe chip chilraclerislics is given in Table I. It WilS
found Ihal the liltches require I('iO ns 10 selllc, implying a
terrilin progmmming time for lhe ('iO() pixel array of less than
100 ps. A separate counter leSI circuil WilS successfully
clockcd at X.33 Mill., limited hy the tesl stillion. The array
can he operatcd in two modes: single slep and continuous. In
Ihe former, the chip is clocked via lhe PC, and the aClual
signal propagation on the chip can he monitorcd on lhe PC
scrccn. In Ih~ conlinuous mode, a funClion gcnerator supplies
il square wave inpul 10 a non overlapping clock generiltor
localed on the wire-wrap board which in lurn clocks the
counlcr. The chip was tesled ill frequencies up to 7 MI II. in
Ihis mode, resuhing in typical path dClerminiltion limes of
under 250 ps. For a typical terrain cost milp, signal
propagalion through the ilrray required 2550 clock cycles, so
thai Ihe clllire signal propagation phase required only 3('iO ps
at a 7 MIll. clock rille. Fig. 2 displays the original map wilh a
typical 10wesI cost palh shown in while.

Figure 2. A typical lowest cost path found by chip.

Tahle 1. IC Characteristics
Acknowlcd~.m..ru.ts

Chip Architecture
Maximum Clock Frequency
Programming Speed
Equivalent Op~rations
Ori ginal ion Nodes
Dynamic Range of Cost
Chip Filhrication Process
Unil Cell (Processor) Siz~
Ie Size

24x25 digital processor alTay
7 MIll.
2 Megapix~ls/second
('i hillion/second

One or Multiple
256: I
2 ~lm CMOS
2% 11m x 330 Jim
7.9 mm x 9.2 mm

Conclusion
In summary, the first single-chip fin~ grain parallel
processor array 10 perform path planning over complex terrain
has heen d~monSlrated. The 24 x 25 array of digital
processors has been operated al fr~quencies lip to 7 M liz,
providing hest (fasteSt) route determination in unda a
millisecond. This corresponds to a four ord~rs of magnitude
speed-lip over current software approaches. Full functionalily
of lhis firSI general ion research chip paves the way for lhe
implemcnwlion of large arrays (e.g. 1024 x 1(24) and chips
wilh increased f~nclionalily. UOlh these avenues ar~ currenlly
heing pursued.
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